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30 MILLION PEOPLE UPROOTED BY WAR

The Washington post states: One aspect of the war that we in America tend

to overlook or ignore is its displacement of peoples and races, which is without

parallel since the ethnic upheavals cf the fifth and 'sixth centuries and perhaps
since the great prehistoric westward migration of the Celts. The historical
effects of this new Voelkerwanderung cannot now be foreseen, but certainly it

will be of greater consequence than any purely military event.

This truth has been made plainer to us through the publication by the

International Labor Office of a study by. Prof. Eugene M. Kulischer of what has

keen happening in Europe since 1939* Professor Kulischer estimates that more than

30 million human beings have been uprooted from their homes and removed from their
native soil. First, there has been the carefully planned transfer of some" two "

and a half million Germans to the various conquered countries. Then there have

been the removals on a. much vaster scale of conquered peoples into the Reich and

elsewhere, and the deportation or dispersion of Jews. Everywhere, to these

categories, must be added the millions of prisoners of war and labour conscripts
and the wholesale population exchanges between Germany and the satellite countries.

In all this, the underlying idea has been to redistribute the population
of Europe so as to establish German influence '.and leadership over the largest
possible area. Professor Kulischer’s figure, of 30 million leaves cut of account

the migrations which have taken place within the several countries, such as in

the case of evacuations forced by the bombing of or by the

military defence zones, or by conscriptions for labour in ’other parts of the

same country. In Russia another great upheaval •'has taken place. Two and a half

million persons have been taken t Germany-'from the conquered territories of the

U.S.S.R, and another 84,000 to Finland, Rumania, Belgium and Norway. Something
like 182,000 persons from Western Poland and 125,000 from Norway, the Netherlands,
and Belgium have been moved into the Russian territories under German occupation.
Meanwhile, about 1,600,000 persons from Eastern Poland and the Baltic States have

’escaped or been transferred into the unconquered interior of Russia, and- about

10 million evacuees and refugees from the conquered- regions have been resettled

beyond the Urals.

Such figures stun the imagination, and the imagination becomes utterly
paralyzed when it attempts to measure such transplantations in terns of the

human suffering or their effect a human psychology when and how this

upheaval -will subside nobody can now say, nor can anybody even guess the

consequences it will have on the language, ethnology, religion, folkways and

political organisation of the future.

GERMAN MADNESS

The Washington St \r: It is difficult not to believe that there is some

psychosis in Germany’s aptitude for winning enemies and influencing peoples
against herself* Today, new that Italy has declared war on her, she fights ,a

coalition of no fewer than 35 nations, raging from EL Salvador in this hemisphere
to mighty Russia and China clear around the world.

Germany has succeeded in winning but Mallies”. These are the

Finns, who are in a special status; the Hungarians, the Rumanians and the Bulgers.
The quality of their associations with the Reich is poor, to put it mildly.
This obviously has do for such a. weak and mutually suspicious alliance that,
like the Italians, these four reluctant Axis "partners" will almost certainly try
to break: away the moment the opportunity seems at hand.
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Thus Germany stands today, without any real friends, against most of the world.

Yet, step "by step, with a kind of mad logic, she "brought it all upon herself. It

was not enough that she still had Britain to conquer and America to defy; she had

to have more "battles to wage than that; she had to invade the immense spaces of

Russia and fling her forces against the gigantic "but untried Red Army; And after she

had committed herself deep in that adventure, losing countless thousands of lives, she
made the supreme megalomaniac’s gesture and declared war on the United States,-.

As he looks about him now and remembers the course of events in the first World War,
the average German must himself be at least dimly suspicious that there is something P

queer about it all.

..... The madness of the thing must in time become obvious to those who have been

seized by it, and when that time comes the morale of Germany will crack and crumble.

OUR "FOURTH FRONT"?

The New York Times*.

..... War itself reveals the growing power of our "Third Front" in Italy, and

seems to be developing what may now be called a "Fourth Front" in the Balkans, The

success of our drive beyond the Volturno means that the Germans must throw in heavier

forces if they hope to halt our advance even at Rome, while the dispatch of Field

Marshal Rommel to Belgrade is an open acknowledgment that the situation in Yugoslavia
has become critical for the Nazis.

In Italy we are- driving forward in a full-fledged invasion which the Germans

have been unable to stop. In the Balkans we are not yet committed. Nevertheless
the position cf the Germans there has become serious. There is a fighting front
of sorts right across the peninsula,,.*, patriots: control part of the Adriatic coast

and threaten to cut German communications' with Northern Italy ever the Sava valley
rail system. The widespread patriot battles probably fit into the pattern of a

larger strategy..... But the attempt to establish an invasion base, unless there was

to be an invasion, would be pointless. The Nazis are not deceived. They are rushing
more men to the Balkan Front to meet the threat.
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